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Political pundit Hannes Artens supplies the main arguable political fiction in years; the 1st antiwar novel cautioning opposed to a struggle approximately to be fought; a gripping and thoughtprovoking depiction of the US in tomorrows global as topical as a Frontlinedocumentary but
additionally a clarion demand civic motion that's absolute to set off fierce debate. The Writing at
the Wall is as a lot a no-holds-barred accounting of the final six years as a forceful premonition
of what may well follow. With provocative frankness and an abundance of political allusions a
few will locate too life like to handle, The Writing on the Wall this cautionary story exposes the
forces that opened the Pandoras field of the center East. The Writing on the Wall via stirring
own fates, it courses us The Writing on the Wall into the grey sector the place todays scary The
Writing on the Wall fiction can develop into the futures bloody fact. A destiny we should have
the ability to change.
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